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(DIARY LEAVES)
By Professor Nicholas Roerich

Many testing stones have been given
to humanity by means of which one may
discern Light from darkness. Similar
to litmus paper the human face becomes
morbid or radiant when tests are
mentioned.
When the noble symbol of the Red
Cross was proposed many faces of opposers became morbid. And not only did
those who dwell on human hatred turn
sullen, but they flashed malice whenever
signs of mercy and help were mentioned
in their presence. But the defenders of
Light were firm and malice received yet
another defeat.
Similarly do some hypocrites make
horrible faces when one speaks to them
of the protection of treasures of religion,
art and science. Before benevolent sym
bols all those shrivel who live on decay
and destruction. Look at the names
of those who refuse even to discuss salu
tary measures They will put up all
sorts of obstacles against the constructive
good and cooperation. Verily the world
has split along the demarcation line of
cooperation and constructiveness on one
side and of hatred, destruction and nega
tion on the other.
Also try to mention living ethics,
honour and dignity, and you will witness
the same mysterious but striking division.
It will be international; neither races, nor
nations, nor religions nor languages may
be regarded as indicative Signs. In short,
one meets Light or darkness.
Try to discuss heroism, leadership, and
guruship and you will meet the same
international demarcation line. Neither
age, nor education nor family surround
ings, but entirely different stimuli denote

the two opposing camps.

Touch the
questions of hygiene, of the spirit and
body, point out the significance of healthy
food and vegetarianism and the necessity
of purity of life and out from space will
appear before you the same mysterious,
almost undescribable and yet obvious
divisions.
It is very striking that the inhabitants
of both camps, despite their difference
in clothing and speech, will easily and
most friendly meet each other on their
own ground.
Those who revolted
against the Red Cross will smile in wel
come of the deniers of the protection of
cultural treasures. The deniers of guruship and heroism will in utmost friend
ship understand the scoffers of living
ethics And of course they will all agree
on a bloody beefsteak and a glass of
liquor.
Of course it is also easier for the coope
rators of constructiveness to be together.
No oceans can divide them in their
striving towards the betterment of life.
Ethics will be for them the most leading
subject and their feasts will not require
any bloodshed. But when the questions
of health of body and spirit will be
touched, in this respect also understand
ing will not be marred Everyone will
understand that one cannot speak of the
health of body without the reconvales
cence of the spiritual principles. And
for this purpose all will agree that the
protection of cultural treasures will be
the first measure.
The friends of Good Will all admit that
Good are not abstract concepts. They
will also admit that the present situation
of the world demands unification of all
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the epidemic of such obsessions people
must seek the communion through the
heart.
“Depriving of the blessing is an act of
the most ancient patriarch It is far
removed from later curses. A curse is
already a product of ignorance, but the
ancient act foresaw the severing of the
link with Hierarchy. The link with
Hierarchy is a true blessing with all its
effects Ignorant ones will say: how
many times have we blasphemed against
the Highest and yet we exist; no fire has
consumed us and nothing threatens us.
Then we shall lead them to the market
place, where the blind beggars are grop
ing in the dust: “behold yourselves!’’
We shall lead them into dungeons, into
mines, into conflagrations, we shall lead
them to executions and we shall say:
“Do you not recognise yourselves As
soon as the thread with the Highest was
broken you were precipitated into an
abyss”. One need not threaten, life is
filled with such terrible examples of
horrors. Remember that the intensity
of fire is invisible, but nothing can
escape consequences Thus one can see,
how even the ancients understood the
justice of the law and already knew that
the offence against the Highest Principle
is so tremendous and terrible, that the
consequences cannot be immediate.
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The wisdom of the world repeatedly
warns, “leprosy begins from a most
insignificant spot”. But in the camp of
darkness one continues to hear threaten
ing shouts: “To hell with culture,”
“cash first,” “to hell with idealism ”
Such shameful cries are uttered when
people try to protect real treasures of
mankind. Such shouts sound even in
credible after all cultural accumulations
of centuries. But darkness was seldom
so active as at present. One could sel
dom see in the past such real inter
national darkness as in our days, when
ignorant masses are being conducted
along all rituals of hell.
But if the forces of darkness under
stand their unity and their Hierarchy,
then is it not high time that the servitors
of Light also unite upon their watchtowers for incessant vigil? The demar
cation line of Light and darkness stands
out clearly especially in the the days of
spiritual battle, when darkness roars in
wrath, but the light-bearers are exhalted
in spirit and in undaunted courage.
There is no such abyss that cannot be
filled with creative good and turned into
a beautiful garden. But for such garden
ing one must understand real cooperation.
I send my greetings to these gardners
of Light ?
Himalayas, 1934.

THREE DANGERS HANGING OVER PATNA
And he rose up very early in the morning, and said to Ananda:—Who is it then, Ananda, who is building
a fortress at Pataligama ?
Sunidha and Vassakara, Lord, the chief ministers of Magadha, are building a fortiess there to keep
back the Vajjians.
They act, Ananda, as if they had consulted with the Tavatililsa angels. And as far, Ananda, as
Aryan people resort, as far as merchants travel, this will become the chief city, Pataliputta, a centre for
the interchange of all kinds of wares. But three dangers will hang over Pataliputta, that of fire, that
of water, and that of dissension among friends.
Mahaparinibbana Sutta.

